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Altering Masculinities: The Spanish Conquest and
the Evolution of the Latin American Machismo

Michael Hardin 1

Machismo, a stereotype that emphasizes hypermasculinity and associated with the
Latin American male, was a legacy of the Conquest of the Spanishconquistadores
and their interpretation of and reaction to the indigenous two-spirit. It was the
product of the rape of indigenous women, the response to indigenous imperial
ritual, and the sublimation of indigenous male sexuality. It was a response to
social and religious control of the male body. As such, it is not something that is
easily eradicated. Through an understanding of the complex roots of this variant
of masculinity, however, it may be possible to filter out some of the negative traits
and highlight the more positive. This essay examines the interactions between
the Spaniards and indigenous peoples of the Americas and the interpretations of
indigenous sexualities, genders, and social roles by the Spanish authorities, and
how it all participates in the construction of the Latin Americanmachismo.

KEY WORDS: Conquest; machismo; two-spirit; berdache; sublimated homosexuality; homoeroti-
cism.

INTRODUCTION

In discussions of the Spanish Conquest and the “exchange” between the
Americas and Europe, we usually hear that Spain “gave” the indigenous peoples
smallpox, influenza, the horse, and Catholicism and that the indigenous peoples
“gave” the Europeans syphilis, the potato, corn, and gold. What is rarely dis-
cussed, however, is how Latin American gender identity and gender relationships,
especially for males, were themselves products of the Spanish Conquest and the
subsequent colonization. In Mexico, for example, both the figures of la Virgen
de Guadalupe and la Malinche becomede factoarchetypes of women within a
patriarchal society, reducing a woman’s models to venerated virgin-mother and
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reviled whore-mother, neither of which allow a woman much latitude for a real
identity. For the Latin American male, there is not an archetypal figure that repre-
sents his cultural role, yet his identity is also a product of the Spanish Conquest, the
conquistadorandindio. This conflicted interaction contributed to the construction
of machismo. In the same way, however, that women do not correspond exactly
to either la Virgen or la Malinche, Latin American men do not fit all aspects of
machismo—a stereotype that emphasizes hypermasculinity. This essay examines
the interactions between the Spaniards and indigenous peoples of the Americas
and the interpretations of indigenous sexualities, genders, and social roles by the
Spanish authorities, and how it all participates in the construction of the Latin
Americanmachismo.

MACHISMO: STEREOTYPE AND/OR REALITY

When dealing with a stereotypical term that is loosely applied to an entire
continent, it is important that I provide both its popular definition and then how I
intend to use it. One of the difficulties in discussingmachismois that critics often
apply the term toanymale trait within Latin America, especially if it can be related
to male sexuality or power. Marvin Leiner (1994) writes thatmachismo“requires
individual men to make a display of physical power and social domination, and
to disdain any feminine, or supposedly feminine, traits” (p. 79). Robert McNicoll
(in Kramer & McNicoll, 1968) states that “it is recognizable as a form of male pride
that combines courage, the essential element in establishing themachismo, with
an aggressive maleness that also may take the prestigious form of the successful
pursuit of women” (pp. 388, 389). Here, courage is the “essential element,” but
only so long as it is paired with “the successful pursuit of women.” Shoshana B.
Tancer (1973) argues thatmachismois “the superiority of the male with the virtues
of individualism, competition, domination over other men, and sexual prowess”
(p. 211). Drunkenness is associated withmachismoby John M. Ingham (1986)
because it “may also promote reproduction to the degree that it lowers sexual inhi-
bitions and emboldens husbands to make sexual demands on their wives, despite
customary restrictions on sexual behavior” (p. 68). Evelyn P. Stevens (1973) de-
finesmachismoas “exaggerated aggressiveness and intransigence in male-to-male
interpersonal relationships and arrogance and sexual aggression in male-to-female
relationships” (p. 90). We can see that “courage” has become “aggressiveness,”
but this is not uncommon, especially when the writer is female or North American.
One of the remnants of colonialism that we still perpetuate is the negative definition
of the Other in order to think better of ourselves. In a discussion ofmachismothat
is much more colonial than most in its designation of cultural difference, Willard
Gaylin (1992) writes,

To Spanish men. . . it is not only important to be successful with women, it is important to
publicly announce this.. . .Sexuality is not enough. Assertive sexuality is essential.. . .Sexual
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shyness. . . is a serious, even tragic inadequacy. The entire village bemoans shyness as a
personal calamity and a collective disgrace (p. 118).

All one has to do is think of those American men who are sexually shy—they
tend to be labeled “gay”—to know that Spanish men are not the only ones who
are expected to be visible in their heterosexuality. Ian Lumsden (1996) makes
this same point when he says, “the fact that a Spanish term has been coined
to describe overbearing masculinity should not obscure the fact that Canadian
and American males share many of the same gender attributes” (p. 36). In these
examples,machismois marked by sexual forwardness with women, overt displays
of strength, and a rejection of things feminine.

In one of the best critiques ofmachismo, Rafael L. Ram´ırez (1999) exposes
the cultural stereotypes, and reveals its function within Western imperialism:

Machismo was presented as a Latin American phenomenon that was most notably man-
ifested among lower-class men. . . [it was] exotic, an indicator of “underdevelopment,” a
phenomenon foreign to the culture of the United States (pp. 1, 2).

By being both “lower-class” and “exotic,”machismois removed from the realm
of the Latin American elite—who tend to be the most “white” or Spanish—and
from the United States. This marginalization further distances themestizosand in-
digenous peoples of Latin America. Ram´ırez states thatmachismois characterized
by “beings who are aggressive, oppressive, narcissistic, insecure, loud-mouthed,
womanizers, massive drinkers, persons who have uncontrollable sexual prowess”
(p. 7), although this is just a short summary.Machismo, according to Ram´ırez,
represents a long list of negative characteristics, and if we look at a lot of the Latin
American feminist and queer criticism or North American colonial criticism, that
is all we see. Since my purpose, however, is not to critiquemachismobehavior but
to trace theidea, my working definition ofmachismois “the stereotypical Latin
American masculinity that is characterized by an overt, active heterosexuality;
courage that blends into aggression; and a male bonding that includes physical-
ity without generally questioning the male’s heterosexuality.” Although, as I will
argue later, the queer subtext ofmachismodoes surface within specific subcultures.

Other critics have suggested thatmachismois a product of the Conquest,
but few have offered many details to support their theses; most make generaliza-
tions and go on to other points. Seymour B. Liebman (1976) traces the origin of
machismoto the convergence of multiple ethnicities, themestizo, and then con-
cludes that this makes the Latin American male “confused”: “He is the product of
interbreeding and cross-fertilization of many races: black, red, white, and yellow.
He has been surrounded by multiple ethnic influences and is the confused product
of all of them” (p. 58). While Liebman may be correct thatmachismois the product
of many different cultures, by making it a racial issue that leads to confusion within
the self, he ultimately gives more weight to biological factors than to social factors
as the source. What I will argue is that it is the convergence of these different
concepts and expressions of masculinity that leads to the idea ofmachismo.
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Another common source formachismois the Spanish themselves. Robert
McNicoll (Kramer & McNicoll, 1968) claims thatmachismois structured on two
original elements:

First is the Hispanic sense of dignity of the individual.. . .The honor or public dignity of
the Spaniard must be guarded, if necessary, from the slightest affront or even oral aspersion
by the risk, if necessary, of life itself.. . .The second. . . is the Spanish point of pride or
vanity, the Don Juan complex by which individuals tried to convince themselves and others
that they were irresistible conquerors of women. The pursuit and amatory conquest of all
available women constituted a principal activity of the gentlemen of the time, and their
status depended greatly on public opinion of their ability. At the same time the aggrieved
brothers, fathers, or husbands of the conquered beauties had to recur to dueling or some
form of violent revenge to save their own public image of private honor (p. 389).

In many ways, this description ofmachismois not unlike courtly romance, which
would not be unimaginable in sixteenth-century Spain. If this is the case, then
how does courtly romance—the activity of “gentlemen”—becomemachismo, a
term frequently used derogatorily about men from the lower classes? Stephen R.
Pelletier (1997) provides a few more clues to the origin ofmachismo, but also
locates it within the Iberian peninsula:

The reconquest experience was unique to Spain and Portugal. No other European nation in
its formative stages experienced anything quite like it. The struggle for conquest, waged over
hundreds of years, emphasized military heroism and machismo—traits that were transferred
to Latin America (p. 22).

Pelletier concludes that it is the centuries of war that led tomachismo. Yet how
would that differ from the centuries of wars between France and England? And
is not England’s formative history about conquering different groups of people—
Anglos, Saxons, Jutes, Celts, etc.—to form Great Britain? If we accept Pelletier’s
argument, themachismoshould not be much different that chivalry.

Another approach to solving themachismodilemma is psychological.
Liebman (1976) accepts the conclusions of Jorge Segura Mill´an that the “mestizo
is the progenitor of what is called the cult ofmachismo”:

the Spanish conquistador, a paradigm of masculinity,. . .burned with lust and. . . sexually
possessed the female autochthonous. This. . . created a new race, the mestizo, who was not
incubated in warmth of love. The violated woman was disowned by her own people.. . .

[M]achismo is the attitude adopted by Mexicans as a role for life and is based on the
inferiority complex manifested extrovertedly as superiority, principally in sexual affairs
accompanied by aggressiveness and sado-masochism (Liebman, 1976, p. 49).

Again, the conclusions that are made are sweeping, locating all Latin American
male identity in rape. As such, it should not be surprising thatmachismois such
a problematic concept. This argument, while parts of it will be similar to some of
my own, oversimplifies Latin American masculinities, and in doing so, reduces
the male to the role ofconquistador—an identity not especially popular with most
mestizosandindios in Latin America—and the female to the role of rape victim,
which is again, not a very promising social role.
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Countering those sources that identifymachismoas Spanish are those few
that locate its roots in Aztec and other indigenous warrior cultures. These too,
however, rarely go beyond superficial hypotheses. Ingham (1986), at least, argues
that machismois a hybrid of Aztec and Spanish masculinities: “Machismo, it
may be argued, has roots in the feudal and warlike orientations of the Aztec and
sixteenth-century Spanish cultures, and the conquistadors’ practice of taking Indian
wives” (p. 56). The one curious thing about Ingham’s statement is the idea of
Indian wives, since few Spaniards actually married the indigenous women. Most
Spaniards had official wives back in Spain and “concubines” in the Americas, and
even those who did take indigenous wives did not treat them the same as they
treated Spanish wives. A culture of sexual oppression was begun on the part of
Spanish males because the indigenous females were not seen as people but as
property to be bought and sold, a practice that would not begin to change until
1537, when Pope Paul III finally declared that the indigenous peoples were human
and had souls (Christensen & Christensen, 1992, p. 189).

DIFFERENCES IN COLONIAL PRACTICES AND MASCULINITIES

It is important in a discussion ofmachismoto contrast Spanish practices
of colonization with those of the English in the Americas. There were two ma-
jor differences between the Spanish colonization and the English colonization in
regards to the resultant masculinities among the descendant populations. Spain
began active colonization early in the sixteenth century, while the Inquisition was
in operation, but England did not actively colonize North America until the early
seventeenth century. Tangential to this difference were the religious differences
between the Catholicism of sixteenth-century Spain and the Protestantism of the
Puritans. Even though the Spanish Inquisition was in force, according to the Coun-
cil of Trent, “Married couples had the duty of satisfying the sexual desire of the
other whenever it was requested. Denying sexual satisfaction to the other was, by
definition, a mortal sin” (Lavrin, 1989, p. 53). In this, sexual desire was recog-
nized, and, within limits, legitimized. Sexuality was something that, within limits,
could bediscussed(one of the characteristics ofmachismois talking openly about
sex). The Puritans, on the other hand, were not so vocal in their advocacy of sex,
even within marriage. This “Puritanic” legacy still exists within the United States.
A second difference was the sexual makeup of the colonizers: Spain sent very few
women to the Americas in the early years because the purpose of the colonies was
to acquire wealth based on the labor of slaves; the English colonists were often
motivated by wealth as well, but a substantial percentage of them were also mov-
ing en masse—with women and children—in search of new opportunities, such
as religious or personal freedoms. The presence of women in the English colonies
and the “religious” idea that the indigenous peoples were “red devils,” and there-
fore evil, together created an environment within English colonies wherein the
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indigenous was not seen as necessary to success or survival and thus could be
pushed away from the European colonies, deeper into the continent. Obviously,
the English did need the help of the indigenous peoples: the Puritans would prob-
ably not have survived the first year without help, and some English men did have
sex with indigenous women. The “Cherokee grandmother” is such a prevalent myth
among whites that there must be at least a modicum of truth to it. Nevertheless,
the masculinities of both the North American indigenous males and the English
males would not undergo a major shift, but would evolve more slowly than those
of the males in Spanish-controlled areas.

The other big difference between the English and Spanish colonization/
conquest practices was the degree to which sexuality was made part of the conquest.
Although there is no doubt that the English males raped the indigenous women and
mutilated the men, the degree to which it happened seems substantially less be-
cause many of the English colonists strove to create isolated communities, while
the Spanish needed the indigenous peoples for slave labor and sex. It was very
quickly discovered that the gold that the Spanish found in Mexico and Peru was
not in abundance in the English and French colonies of North America. The need
for slave labor was in part what made the Spanish conquer the indigenous peoples
instead of being content to “push them back.” Rounding up the natives to work
on encomiendosrequired constant contact and subjugation. One of the ways to
subjugate was to humiliate, and two of those ways to facilitate humiliation were
the genital mutilation of the men and the rape of the women. The male sex organ
was the site of contest, both as conqueror and conquered. Not only was the indige-
nous male sex organ the site of physical contest, it was, from the beginning, a site
of “anthropological” conquest. In a rather telling letter, Amerigo Vespucci (1992)
described the penises of some indigenous males:

They have another custom, very shameful and beyond all human belief. For their women,
being very lustful, cause the private parts of their husbands to swell up to such a huge size
that they appear deformed and disgusting; and this is accomplished by a certain device of
theirs, the biting of certain poisonous animals. And in consequence of this many lose their
organs which break through lack of attention, and they remain eunuchs (p.18).

Vespucci exoticized the indigenous penis, creating a narrative for its size—the bites
of poisonous animals, and then adding a punishment for such size—becoming a
eunuch. If this was not an isolated experience, then we can assume that genital
mutilation was due in some part to jealousy or rivalry as well.

CONQUERING SEXUALITIES

According to Richard Trexler (1995), the act of conquest itself was a highly
sexualized and gendered act: “among the various means of butchering corpses,
none seems to have been so widely practiced as castration” (p. 17), and “Most
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sexual punishments practiced on the living. . .allowed the victim to survive and
thus carry the insult on his body or in his memory. . . [castration and circumcision]
branding living males as dependent and thus not fully male: either as defenseless,
passive males, or as women” (p. 19). Trexler argues that castration represented
the de-masculinization of the enemy, the de-powering of one group of men by
another, and both the Spanish and the indigenous armies utilized this ideology
and practice. In fact, according to Trexler “castrations were not uncommon public
spectacles in Iberia at the time of the discoveries” (1995, p. 58). Thus, castration
was a punishment the Spanish brought with them to the Americas. R. Laudonni`ere
in his history on the Spanish presence in southern regions of North America, states
that a Hispa˜nolan “feared to fall into the hands of the Spaniards. Once before he
had been taken by them and, as he showed us, they had cut out his genitalia”
(in Trexler, 1995, p. 64). Even Bartolom´e de Las Casas referred to this, but he was
much more oblique, as were most, about the Spanish atrocities: “They laid bets
as to who, with one stroke of the sword, could split a man in two or could cut off
his head or spill out his entrails with a single stroke of the pike” (1992a, p. 33).
The key to understanding this is the phrase “spill out his entrails.” In “Horrors
of the Conquest,” Las Casas (1992b) mentioned where the cut came from that
led to the loss of entrails: “And just as the young man came down, a Spaniard who
was there drew a cutlass or half sword and gives him a cut through the loins, so that
his intestines fall out” (p. 26). To cut through the loins was to genitally mutilate
the enemy. Las Casas also mentioned that “The Indians were disemboweled, were
run through with swords and pikes, were cut to pieces” (1992a, p. 124). Adding
that they were “run through” evokes another act of sexual conquest that Trexler
(1995) mentions, evisceration: “especially when practiced through the anus, [it]
was understood as none other than the anal rape of a victim, the spear or whatever
other lance substituting for the penis” (p. 19). The idea of evisceration should
not be dismissed as “too extreme” for the Spanish, considering that Las Casas
(1992a), who was willing to detail many horrible tortures, said numerous times
that there were atrocities committed that were “unjust acts that no human tongue
could describe them” (1992a, p. 53). Las Casas described horrible tortures and
mutilations that involved all parts of the body except the genitals. It would then
follow that what was too horrible for him to mention would be genital mutilations
and tortures. This may be due in part to his audience: the Spanish public who
might be too shocked to read such accounts, the Spanish throne, or the Spanish
Inquisition. He also added that the “Spaniards invented new cruelties, new meth-
ods of torture to force the Indians to reveal and hand over their stores of gold”
(1992a, p. 48), and “the Spaniards have always continually increased and expanded
their infernal acts and outrages” (1992a, p. 58). Both positions provided models
for the production ofmachismo: as conqueror, sexual power and dominance was
one’s “right” as being Spanish, and as conquered male, sexuality was the site to
fight back.
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We know that the Aztec empire was patriarchal, and if the masculinity of
the Aztec warrior was performed similarly to the masculinity of the Spanish sol-
diers, then we might assume that it would have been important for the indigenous
men to fight back if their masculinity had been questioned. The Aztec source
for Bernardino de Sahag´un’s (1978) account,The War of Conquest, stated: “Our
Mexican warriors too took their places, each one animated and exalted in his
manhood; none cowardly, none acting like women” (p. 85). Since this source is
post-Conquest, we do not know whether each warrior was as “exalted in his man-
hood” as the author suggested. It may be that the source had already begun to
alter the indigenous performance of masculinity. In his own attempt to discover
expressions of pre-Conquest masculinities, Trexler (1995) seems to overstate the
presence of the “berdache” by locating them in all the major pre-Spanish cultures of
the Americas. Trexler states that the “berdache” is “a biological male who dressed,
gestured and spoke as an ‘effeminate’.. . . [O]ver the long term rather than the short
term, the berdache served macho males by assuming the female division of labor,
often including the sexual servicing of males” (1995, pp. 64, 65). Serena Nanda
(2000) critiques the assumptions about and even the designation of “berdache”:

The term berdache focused attention on the sexuality associated with mixed gender roles,
which the Europeans identified, incorrectly, with the “unnatural” and sinful practice of
sodomy in their own societies. In their ethnocentrism, the early European explorers and
colonists were unable to see beyond their own sex/gender systems and thus did not under-
stand the multiple sex/gender systems they encountered in the Americas (p. 11).

Nanda points out the inherent difficulty in discussing pre-conquest male sexu-
ality since it did not adhere to a western, more binary approach to sex, gender,
and sexuality. Thus, that which was not “masculine” or “hetero” by the Spanish
standards was automatically “feminine” or “sodomy,” even if there were alter-
nate sexes/genders/sexualities within indigenous structures. The “berdaches,” or
“two-spirits” (the more-preferred term), found in the temples, Trexler argues, were
routinely used to symbolize power relationships within the society: “When the
Andean or Mexican overlord at temple mounted his berdache, his supernal pos-
ture emblematized a world of domination and submission gestures that suffused
the world below the temple” (1995, p. 131). To be an “active” (penetrating) male
was to be powerful, and to be “passive” (penetrated, “female”) was to be con-
quered. Just because one was “passive,” however, did not mean one could not live
a long life: “the early conquerors encountered many other homosexually involved
transvestites who were not sacrificed, but who lived long lives at the heart of the re-
ligious undertaking, especially in the great temples of Mexico and Peru” (Trexler,
1995, p. 103). The fact that the “passive” could live a long life in the temple sug-
gests that the power relationships normally associated with “passive” may not have
applied, and that it is our interpretation of being penetrated as powerlessness that
leads to such conclusions. Trexler intuits the active-passive power relationship
when he describes the ritual surrender that many indigenous groups displayed:
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“whether male or female, natives presented themselves for sexual penetration be-
cause they wanted and needed to be protected, or at least not to be harmed, by their
penetrators” (1995, p. 131). Trexler’s interpretation seems logical, but we must
remember that signs are always culturally coded, and what appeared as readying
oneself for penetration to the Spaniards may not have been meant by the indigenous
peoples. According the Spanish sources, sexual domination was not the Spaniards’
alone; given the apparent indigenous symbolism of penetration, when the Aztecs
and Inca were conquered, they were “feminized.” Thus, gestures of masculinity,
machismo, would have been ways to visibly regain lost “manhood” or to prevent
being prosecuted by the Spaniards.

MALE-MALE SEXUALITY AND THE CONQUEST

Another aspect of indigenous sexuality that was vital to the construction of
machismowas the presence of homosexuality. Obviously, I recognize that homo-
sexuality as we know it is a rather recent construction, so I am loosely using the
term to signify any male-male sexual contact. Homosexuality was important for
two reasons: first, it represented a pre-Conquest sexuality that had to change under
the pressures of Spanish Catholicism, and second, Catholic repression and pun-
ishment led to a need for visual signs of heterosexuality. One of the difficulties
in determining the degree of homosexuality was the reluctance of the indigenous
people to mention it to the Spanish scribes and missionaries who were so eagerly
prosecuting it. By sifting through the accounts, however, we can get a possible
understanding of pre-Conquest indigenous male sexuality. In the construction of
machismo, indigenous concepts of masculinity were important in that they too
reveal a source for the hypermasculinity associated with today’smachismo.

If we look at the Nahua (Aztec) language itself, we can see evidence that
male and female sexuality were not as separated as they were in European society.
According to the dictionary compiled by Alfredo L´opez Austin (1988a), despite a
highly specified language of the body, the Aztecs used the primary word for “anus”
(“ tzintli”) as a secondary term for both “penis” and “vulva” (pp. 116, 118). Lest
one conclude that “tzintli” referred in some way to excretion, the uses of the term
that López Austin cites are all sexual: the word was first, “anus”; secondly, “female
external genitals” and appeared in phrases like “to corrupt a virgin” and “whore of a
brothel”; and third, “penis” and could be used as either “impotent” or “to engender”
(1988b, p. 184). L´opez Austin does not associate these meanings of “tzintli” with
anything other than heterosexuality. In his description of Aztec sexuality, he argued
that although there was some ritual homosexuality, homosexuality by the people
was prosecuted: “homosexuality was unacceptable and punished by death, only a
magico-religious motive, supposedly in the general interest and sanctioned by a
ritual, would have justified such a custom” (1988a, p. 303). L´opez Austin adds,
“The death penalty was imposed on both female and male homosexuals, active or
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passive, and even on individuals who dressed in clothes of the opposite sex” (1988a,
p. 305). The idea that the Aztec punished the “actives” (penetrators) goes against
the findings of Trexler (1995), who states that within Aztec society, it is only the
“passives” who were ridiculed and termed homosexuals: “For male culture at least,
berdaches and passive homosexual partners, not actives at all, were the exclusive
object of public scorn and ridicule.. . . An active male in the homosexual act was
doing the ‘natural’ thing: penetrating” (pp. 166, 167). It seems clear that L´opez
Austin is taking the Spanish sources and the post-Conquest indigenous writers
and assuming that both were implying the same thing by “sodomy,” especially
the indigenous writers who denounced it or denied its presence. L´opez Austin
concludes by saying, “Male homosexuality was a violation of the ideal of youthful
virility” (1988a, p. 312), although he offers little, if any, unimpeached support.
However, since the warrior was intent on “making a woman” of his enemies, and
even would prefer the “two-spirit” at times since s/he “performed the duties of
women with the robustness of men” (Trexler, 1995, p. 136), it would only be a
violation of virility if he were the “passive.”

BERDACHE/TWO-SPIRIT

In order to explain howmachismocame into being, it is important to under-
stand the pre-Conquest masculinities that were sublimated, repressed, and modified
in the years following the arrival of the Spanish. One aspect of male identity that
was effectively eradicated by the Spanish was the social role of the “two-spirit,”
which, according to Trexler, was part of “almost all American tribes, North and
South” (1995, p. 9). Although Trexler’s research generally seems sound, his con-
clusions often place him in the same position as the colonialist. He reads the term
“berdache” consistently throughout the Americas and makes conclusions on in-
digenous sexuality and gender roles based on that reading. If we think only about
the differences in sex and gender roles for contemporary U.S. and European men,
however, we can see the potential misreadings. When the Spaniards arrived, they
labeled everything based upon their own concepts of sexuality and gender roles,
and their notion of the “effeminate” Moorish Other. Thus, when they saw men in
“women’s” clothing (the idea that the Spanish would immediately recognize the
differences is itself suspect), when they saw men performing “women’s” functions,
both socially and sexually, and when they saw men that appeared “effeminate,”
the same conclusion was made: “sodomite,” or, “berdache”—a derivate from the
Arabic for “male prostitute” (Nanda, 2000, p. 11). Thus, when Trexler described
the presence of the “berdache” throughout the Americas, he was relying on Spanish
and other Europeans who were labeling every man who appeared in any way
effeminate as “sodomite,” “Moorish,” or “berdache.” If an outsider were to appear
in the US or Europe, and assume that every man who cross-dressed, cleaned house,
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worked as a secretary or airline steward, was gay, that outsider could make the
same sweeping generalizations about the men of Europe and the United States.
The important thing to take from Trexler’s work, as well as from the writings of
the Spaniards, is that whichappearedor wasinterpreted assodomy or effeminacy
was regulated and repressed.

From the earliest Spanish accounts, especially from Mexico, the language
of conquest was sexualized, discussing, deploring, and referencing sodomy at
every opportunity. Hernando Cort´es arrived in Mexico having already been pre-
disposed to find sodomy: “we know and have been informed without room for
doubt that all practice the abominable sin of sodomy” (1969, p. 25). Assuming
sodomy, Cort´es proceeded to “find” it. He remarked from the beginning that in-
digenous clothing looked “Moorish,” and he refered to indigenous temples as
“mosques” (1969, pp. 22, 23). The references to the indigenous populations in
Arabic, Moorish, or Islamic terms resulted from the fact that the Moors were
the most recent, non-European Other that most Spaniards had encountered—the
Iberian peninsula was only reconquered from the Moors in 1492. The Spanish had
characterized the Moors as “effeminate,” and they transferred that characterization
from the Moorish Other to the American Other quite readily. Las Casas (1974)
stated matter-of-factly that Turks and Arabs “are an effeminate and luxury-loving
people, given to every sort of sexual immorality” (p. 51). According to Stephen
Haliczer (1990), the association between sodomy and the Moors was so great that
“In Aragon. . .popular hostility toward sodomites as expressed in the Valencian
rioting of 1519 and the presumed connection between sodomy and the Islamic
minority resulted in a request to Pope Clement VII for a brief placing it under
inquisitional jurisdiction” (p. 102). Bernal D´ıaz del Castillo (1963), who accom-
panied Cort´es, revealed that he was an ardent crusader against sodomy: “After
hearing Cortes’ customary exposition of our holy faith, and his injunctions to give
up human sacrifice and robbery and the foul practice of sodomy. . . they at once
called together the people of the neighboring towns” (p. 120). Cort´es theconquis-
tadorbecame Cort´es the missionary. And what is even more interesting and telling
about the hierarchy of sins at the time was D´ıaz’s qualification of sodomy as
“the foul practice,” implying that even human sacrifice was not so foul to the
Spanish Catholic. Among the Cempoala, D´ıaz remarked that Cort´es told them to
“give up sodomy, for they had boys dressed as women who practiced that accursed
vice for profit,” and supposedly thecaciquestold Cortés that “measures would be
taken to see that the practice was stopped” (1963, p. 122). While it is doubtful that
sodomy itself stopped, it is likely that the external signs of sodomy (such as the
two-spirit) began to disappear, given the zeal with which the Spaniards punished
it. As Cortés progressed toward Mexico, his message remained the same, telling
Olintecle, the Cholulans, and even Montezuma, “commit no more robbery or
sodomy” (Dı́az, 1963, p. 222). For Cort´es, banishing sodomy was so integral to
his conquest that he created new rules for male interaction. No longer was the anal
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rape of one’s enemy or a two-spirit proof of one’s masculinity, one could penetrate
women to prove the same thing. As for the two-spirit, that role was to be eliminated
all together.

Even without the figure of the two-spirit, there is evidence that the Aztecs’
concepts of gender were considerably different from those of the Europeans: the
gender and sexual identification of their gods was not stable, challenging the
male-female binary as well. Burr Cartwright Brundage (1979) states that among
the Aztecs, “it was relatively easy for deities to shift their sex” (p. 54). This idea
is repeated by Inga Clendinnen (1991):

More surprisingly, given the hard-edged gender roles in the mundane world, even sexual
identity refuses to stay stable. Xochiquetzal was the deity of sexual love, artistry and delight,
and threads “her” way through multiple sexual relationships with deities. But she was
also Macuilxochitl, who is commonly taken to be male. Earth and water deities were
androgynous, or more precisely, could be invoked in either gender identity (pp. 167, 168).

With the appearance and enforcement of Catholic mythology, the Aztec gods and
their gender fluidity were abolished, and the strict gender and social roles of the
Catholic “God the Father,” “God the Son,” and “Mary, Mother of God,” identities
that were not permitted change, were installed.

NEW (WORLD) SODOM

Further evidence of homosexuality among the indigenous peoples of Mexico
and the Caribbean can be found. Although Las Casas (1974) argued that Oviedo
was wrong in claiming that the indigenous males assumed “abominable” vices
upon reaching manhood, and that “the inhabitants of Espa˜nola were given over to
sodomy and other heinous crimes” (1974, pp. 343, 348), he based his arguments
against the enslavement and slaughter of the indigenous peoples on Augustine’s
argument that some sins were God’s to punish as he did in the destruction of Sodom
(1974, p. 86). He then added that

there is no crime so horrible, whether it be idolatry or sodomy or some other kind, as to
demand that the gospel be preached for the first time in any other way than that established
by Christ, that is, in a spirit of brotherly love, offering forgiveness of sins and exhorting
men to repentance” (p. 96).

By using Sodom and sodomy as examples, Las Casas made it exceedingly clear that
sodomy was the sin that was creating the most excitement, regardless of whether
it was occurring or not. The entireDefensebegan with another telling example:
“For evil must not be done so that good may come of it, for example, if someone
were to castrate another against his will. For although eunuchs are freed from the
lust that drives human minds forward in its mad rush, yet he who castrates another
is most severely punished” (Las Casas, 1974, p. 46). Either this suggests that the
Spanish were castrating the indigenous peoples, or it suggests that the castrated
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or “feminized” (passive) male was a subject that was creating a lot of discussion
(i.e., the two-spirit). Besides Oviedo and Las Casas, Nu˜nez Cabeza de Vaca (1997)
described the two-spirit that he encountered in Northern Mexico:

In the time I was among these people, I witnessed a diabolical practice: a man living with a
eunuch. Eunuchs go partly dressed, like women, and perform women’s duties, but use the
bow and carry very heavy loads. We saw many thus mutilated. They are more muscular and
taller than other men and can lift tremendous weight (p. 100).

According to Trexler (1995), Cabeza de Vaca was assuming that a “feminized”
male would be a eunuch, although Trexler states that there was no real basis
for such an assumption. As we can see, in the regions of the Caribbean and
Mexico, pre-Conquest masculinities were much different than Spanish masculin-
ity. If the indigenous male wished to survive the fervor of the Spanish, his external
masculinity would have to change as well.

At first glance, it appears that the Inca prosecuted homosexuality with great
fervor. Garcilaso de la Vega, the Christianized Inca who provided us with much of
what we know about his people, wrote, in a section entitled “They conquer many
valleys on the seacoast, and punish sodomy,” that the Inca

ordered that the sodomites should be sought out with great care and when found burnt alive
in the public square, not only those proved guilty but those convicted on circumstantial
evidence, however slight. Their houses should be burnt and pulled down, the trees on their
fields pulled up by the roots and burnt so that no memory should remain of so abominable
a thing, and it would be proclaimed as an inviolable law that thenceforward none should
be guilty of such a crime, or the sin of one would be visited on his whole town and all the
inhabitants would be burnt just as single ones were now being burnt (1966, p. 162).

The punishments—public burning, destruction of house and property—and the
terminology—“abominable”—suggest that Garcilaso rewrote Incan history in the
same way that he rewrote Incan mythology.2 In continuing the same language,
he stated that sodomy “was so hated by the Incas and their people that the very
name was odious to them and they never uttered it” (1966, p. 162). In a later
section, “Other provinces won by the Inca; their customs and the punishment
of sodomy,” Garcilaso wrote. “In the province of Huaillas [the Inca] inflicted
very severe punishment on some perverts who very secretly practiced the abom-
inable vice of sodomy” (1966, p. 337). To the Europeans, sodomy was “odious,”
“abominable,” and the sin that could not be spoken. The chance that the Inca could
have come up with the same terminology and punishments is highly unlikely, and
thus Garcilaso’s entire condemnation should be questioned. The Spanish priests
and scribes accepted Garcilaso’s social history, however, and when they wrote
their texts, presented it as unimpeachable fact: “Homosexuality was particularly
abhorred by the Incas and punished with death, possibly because, by presenting

2In the Royal Commentaries, Garcilaso inserted Adam and Eve as the original parents and Noah’s
children as the founders of Incan society. This view of the Inca became convention. The other ma-
jor post-Conquest Incan writer, Guaman Pomo, also promoted these remythologies (Adorno, 1986,
p. 100).
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the union of like forces as a model, it threatened the order and integration of the
dualistically structured cosmos” (Cobo, 1990, pp. 60–61). If we discount Garcilaso,
and look for other evidence, we can see that homosexuality and the two-spirit did
play an important role in Incan society. In a discussion of archeological evidence,
Liebman (1976) finds “Inca ceramic objects decorated with figures engaged in the
gamut of sexual expression, from aberration to transvestites” (p. 54). Francisco
and Hernando Pizarro and their scribes repeatedly referred to indigenous temples
as “mosques” in theReport from Peru. Although this was indirect, the frequent
designation of Moorish, Arab, and Islamic men as “effeminate” by the Spanish
requires us to at least consider that comparing indigenous Americans to Moors was
intended to convey a (homo)sexual connotation. Trexler (1995) agrees that homo-
sexuality was part of Incan culture: “ceremonial homosexual penetration masked,
so to speak, as a heterosexual copulation between a male lord and a ‘female’ de-
pendent, was a fundamental aspect of certain Andean religions” (p. 109). Like the
Aztecs, anal penetration was a symbolic act of patriarchal dominance. Thus, the
two-spirit’s role seemed to have been a performance of the social order, even if
he were marginalized by it. Trexler also indicates that this role was not always the
choice of the individual, but that the culture itself could be responsible for that
gender designation: “two Andean berdaches. . . let it be known that they had been
dressed that wayand had been forced to assume the passive position ‘from the
time they were boys’” (1995, p. 88). The evidence seems clear that Incan culture
had incorporated, in some form, male-male sexuality into its rituals and everyday
life. It is equally clear, however, that with the onset of Spanish Catholicism, this
behavior was immediately closeted or repressed andmachismowould be a sign
that European masculinity had won.

In other South American cultures, there is also compelling evidence of same-
sex relationships. Jean de L´ery, in History of a Voyage to the Land of Brazil,
stated that the indigenous peoples of Brazil used references to sodomy as ex-
pletives: “sometimes when they are greatlyvexedwith each other they call each
other tyvire, which is to say ‘bugger’; one can conjecture from this. . . that this
abominable sin is committed among them” (1990, p. 153). L´ery’s conclusions
that “buggery” was an abomination seem warranted, except that according to
Trexler (1995), “tyvire” did not mean “buggery” so much as it meant “man
with a broken behind, or passive partner” (p. 166). Thus, the sin was not in
the sex so much as being in the “passive” position. And concerning the Laches
of Colombia, Trexler posits that the “berdache” was something even desired in
certain cases: “once a mother without daughters had given birth to give consec-
utive males, tribal law allowed one of them, on reaching one year of age, to
be made a berdache, that is, to be transvested and made to act as a woman”
(1995, p. 86). Again, once Catholicism arrived, transvestism and homosexual-
ity were immediately made punishable by death. Whatever the meaning of these
indigenous expressions of gender and/masculinity, social roles had to change,
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andmachismowas an easy way to assert one’s masculinity and thus deny one’s
“passiveness.”

IMPORTING THE INQUISITION

For the Spanish, as important as it was to find sodomy, it was equally important
to prosecute it and extinguish it. One of the auspices that allowed such fervent and
zealous prosecution was the Spanish Inquisition.3 Henry Kamen (1965) categorizes
the medieval responses to homosexuality in Spain: “Homosexuality in the middle
ages was treated as the ultimate crime against morality, and the standard definitions
of it refer to the ‘abominable’ or the ‘unspeakable’ crime.. . .The usual punishment
was burning alive or, in Spain, castration and stoning to death” (1965, p. 200). In
many ways, the Spanish Inquisition was proof that Spain was still in the Middle
Ages, but Kamen points out that, with regard to homosexuality, the Inquisition was
much more lenient than secular courts. Haliczer (1990) makes a similar point about
the secular response to sodomy: “Apart from heresy itself, sodomy and bestiality
were the crimes that inspired the greatest repugnance in the hearts of princes,
jurists, and legislators during the entire early modern period” (p. 302). Given the
Spaniards’ immense public hatred of homosexuality, we should not be surprised to
find that they erected monuments to its punishment outside each conquered town:

the character of the conquest was itself unmistakably gendered, indeed phallic, in character.
That was apparent in the Spanish ritual that erected apicotaor penis-shaped garrot outside
the gate of every new American city, and then carved pieces out of it. It was an “obscene”
language that must have been grasped, at least subliminally, especially since some of the sur-
viving picotasunmistakably imitate penises. Sodomy is barbarous, thatpicotaproclaimed,
and we will punish it (Trexler, 1995, p. 167).

On top of all the other atrocities against indigenous sexuality and masculinities,
thesepicotaswere warnings to the people to stop their sexual practices and adopt
the Spanish customs. And even though the Church finally revoked the Inquisi-
tion’s authority over the indigenous peoples in 1571, “The Mexican Inquisition
continued to investigate the orthodoxy of the Indian population” (Greenleaf, 1969,
p. 173). The combined efforts of church and state seem to have worked in sup-
pressing the visual signs of homosexuality, because according to the historian
Cieza, after Francisco Pacheco “burned great numbers of these perverse Indians at
Puerto Viejo. . .much of this localized sodomy diminished or vanished” (Trexler,
1995, p. 122). Further evidence of the success of the Spanish at sublimating male
homosexuality was that Native Americans “almost without exception, they will
deny that there is or has ever been homosexuality or cross-dressing in their tribe”
(Trexler, 1995, p. 155).

3The Inquisition invested three major groups of sins: “counterculture, including the converted Jews,
Moriscos, and witchcraft/superstition; sexual crimes, including bigamy, solicitation, simple fornica-
tion, sodomy, and bestiality; and crimes of thought and expression” (Haliczer, 1990, p. 4).
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MISOGYNY AND MACHISMO

Having seen how sodomy has been punished and repressed, it is now important
to show some of the Conquest-related origins of the misogyny that is so frequently
associated withmachismo. Pre-Conquest Aztecs venerated women at least enough
so that they were sacrificed in far fewer numbers than men, and de Landa’s (1978)
argument on the lack of sodomy among the Maya was premised entirely in his
observation that they loved their women too much (p. 52). With the arrival of
Columbus and the Spanishconquistadores, however, the rampant rape and abuse
of women began. Michele de Cuneo, a lieutenant of Columbus, wrote about his
own rape of an indigenous woman:

While I was in the boat, I captured a very beautiful Carib woman, whom the said Lord
Admiral gave to me.. . . I was filled with desire to take my pleasure with her and attempted
to satisfy my desire. She was unwilling, and so treated me with her nails that I wished I
had never begun. But. . . I then took a piece of rope and whipped her soundly, and she let
forth such incredible screams that you would not have believed your ears. Eventually, we
came to such terms, I assure you, that you would have thought she had been brought up in
a school for whores (Columbus, 1969, p. 139).

The brutality of this rape was horrible, but clearly it was not seen as terrible to
Cuneo, or he would not be boasting of this to another. Secondly, this went on
with Columbus’s knowledge and possible consent. A doctor who accompanied
Columbus stated that in one Spanish settlement, “the Christians had taken three or
four women apiece” (Columbus, 1969, p. 148). Indicative of the trade in indigenous
women, Columbus himself reported that “The cost of a woman is 100castellanos”
(Columbus, 1969, p. 271). A few years after these first few voyages, Las Casas
(1992a) wrote that “the most powerful ruler on the islands had to see his own
wife raped by a Christian officer” (p. 33). He added later that “The Spaniards
broke up marriages, separating husbands and wives. . . took for themselves the
wives and daughters of the people, or gave them to the sailors and soldiers as
consolation” (1992a, p. 73). These abuses forcibly redefined masculinity: for the
Spaniards, masculinity meant permission to rape and abuse, something that was
not permitted in Spain or with Spanish women, and for the indigenous men, it
was the “Christian” model. Another priest, de Landa (1978), noticed this very
thing occurring among the Maya: “they are very jealous, and do not lightly suffer
infidelity on their wives’ part; and now that they see the Spaniards kill their wives
for this reason, they are beginning to maltreat and even to kill them” (p. 41).4

Bernal Dı́az (1963) mentioned that the chief concern of the soldiers “was to look
for a pretty woman or find some spoil” (p. 330), and later cited a moment when
the new Aztec leader complained to Cort´es about it: “Guatemoc and his captains
complained to Cortes that many of our men had carried off the daughters and wives

4It is doubtful that de Landa means “wife” in a conventional sense, since the Spaniards would not be
permitted to kill Spanish women, and they rarely officially married indigenous women. Most often,
the women were concubines with little, if any, status.
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of chieftains, and begged him as a favour that they should be sent back. Cortes
answered that it would be difficult to take them from their present masters” (1963,
p. 408). Cortés used the term “masters,” not husbands, indicating that there was
no pretense of social acceptance for these women: they were the property of men.

There was one other element of Cort´es’s conquests that was responsible for
the construction ofmachismo: la Malinche (Malintz´ın, Doña Marina). Malinche
was the indigenous woman who translated for Cort´es and was his sexual slave.
Moctezuma and the Aztecs, as well as many modern day Mexicans, saw this as
betrayal, and they blamedher for the Conquest: “Then word came which pierced
Moctezuma’s heart: that a woman of our own race was bringing the Spaniards
toward Mexico, was interpreting for them, a woman named Marina” (Sahag´un,
1978, p. 20). In Mexican history, she was/is reviled, often called “la chingada,” the
“fucked one” (Paz, 1985). Unfortunately, however, this also created woman as the
symbol of the conquest—it was not Cort´es’s fault, but an indigenous woman’s—
and it seems logical that this would engender a certain degree of misogynic feel-
ings. Since the Catholic Church severely punished both the “active,” masculine
indigenous male and the “passive,” effeminate indigenous male, the Spanish male
became ade factomodel for the indigenous male. The swagger of conquest was a
sure sign that one had not been penetrated, physically or symbolically.

CLASS AND MASCULINITY

Finally, it is important to look at the construction of the Spanish caste sys-
tem in the Americas as the final element of the Conquest that contributed to the
construction of this new masculinity,machismo. Since there were so few Spanish
women among the conquistadors and colonists, women quickly became a com-
modity, and having a “white” wife was a sign of elite status. A hierarchy was almost
immediately constructed based on race, wherein those with the most “whiteness”
had the most power: “Legal and social discrimination largely coincided. Whites
were at the top of the legal order.. . . Indians were relegated to the bottom of the
social structure. The rest of society was legally and socially accorded rights and
prestige basically with respect to conformity to whiteness:mestizos, mulattos, and
black slaves, in that order” (Yelvington, 1997, p. 217). In fact, there are more
than sixteen categories to define an individual based on the percentage and source
of non-Spanish blood, and in the case of Spanish blood, whether the individual
was born in Spain or in the Americas (Yelvington, 1997, pp. 216, 217). Mark
Burkholder and Lyman Johnson (1994) highlight the scarcity of Spanish women:
“Nearly all women who married in the New World had been born there, although
some peninsular women did emigrate to improve their prospects” (p. 201). If a so-
cial hierarchy were constructed around the lack of Spanish/white women, then men
would have to vie to attract the most desired women. If we think about this in light of
Darwin’s theory of Sexual Selection—“Generally, the most vigorous males. . .will
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leave the most progeny” (1999, p. 74)—then themachismoof the Latin American
male could be described, to some extent, as a mating ritual: the man who appeared
the most brave, strong, and virile would have the most luck in finding the most
suitable (read: “whitest”) mate. This does not seem far from wrong. If we look at
the female stars of Mexicantelenovelasor we think about the Brazilian superstar-
model Xuxa, who “affirms the aesthetic superiority of whiteness” (Yelvington,
1997, p. 227), we can clearly see that “sexy” and “attractive” still involve being
light-skinned. This is not to suggest that other cultures do not privilege “whiteness”
as much or more, but as this new American masculinity was being constructed,
“winning” the “whitest” wife was very much a part of proving one’s manliness and
desirability. Many of the visible traits ofmachismowere about expressing bravery
and virility, and it is wholly possible that the expression of those traits was part of
attracting a mate.

ALTERED MASCULINITIES

As machismohas evolved through the centuries, the homosexuality that was
so repressed in the past has moved closer to the surface. For example, contemporary
rural Mexican men “engage in various pseudosexual behaviors outside the home.
Male sociality, for example, is often conspicuously exhibited in intimate body con-
tact and sexual teasing: occasionally men grab each others’ buttocks, and when
drunk, they commonly wrap each other in physical embraces” (Ingham, 1986,
p. 60). While this may sound particularly more physical than North American
men, if we consider the physical contact of football and other male sports, this
does not sound any more homoerotic. Likewise, Ingham states that “Men play
mildly aggressive verbal games multilayered with innuendos about pretended de-
sire to penetrate each other sexually. Serious aggression between males, which typ-
ically occurs in the street, is phrased as sexual penetration and domination” (1986,
p. 61). This connects the contemporary Latin American male with the ritualistic
“fucking” of the two-spirit. This behavior, however, is found in North American
men as well—“fuck you,” a phrase used constantly, is about sexual domination
and penetration. Generalizations aside, there does seem to be some evidence that
the new masculinity of the conquest,machismo, has absorbed the homoerotic that
the conquistadors tried to repress, and synthesized it with the indigenous rejection
of the “passive.” According to Lumsden (1996),

Historically, machismo. . .has been more socially punitive toward deviations from tradi-
tional male appearance and manners than toward homosexual behavior in itself. . .Discreet
homosexuals who presented themselves in a more conventional masculine manner were
more likely to be tolerated (albeit despised) by the public (pp. 29, 30).

Appearance is more important than substance. The appearance of masculinity per-
mits homosexuality, so long as the gay male is not “effeminate.” Lumsden (1996)
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even argues that “most Cuban homosexuals have incorporatedmachistaattitudes
into their sexuality. These are evident in the persistence of sexual roles—that is,
that a person must be identified asactivo or pasivoand that privileged status
belongs to theactivo, who is much more likely to incorporate gender attributes
that evoke conventional masculinity” (p. 150). Returning to the active-passive
binary is a rejection of the Conquest notion of a simplistic, hetero-masculinity.
This is important because, according to Trexler (1995), “To this day in many ar-
eas of the continent, the passive, and only the passive, is called a ‘homosexual.’
The active is anhombre. That is, to be sexually active over and against a lesser
is what a manis” (p. 10). Machismois not a space where sexuality is allowed
free reign, but it is not as simple as it is often depicted when it comes to the issue of
homosexuality. The roots of masculinity and sexuality are dependent more upon
the sexual role, active or passive, than the biological sex of the person being
penetrated.

Providing historic roots formachismois not meant to justify it, and despite
Ramı́rez’s (1999) arguments, there does seem to be a considerable argument on
the part of Latin American feminists that abuses ofmachismoare status quo
in many areas of Latin America. Eulalia Yagar´ı González (1994), a Colombian,
writes, “In Latin Americamachismoexists everywhere, even among men who call
themselves revolutionaries. But they’re only revolutionary on the street; at home
they beat their wives or at the very least forbid them to speak” (p. 144). Lady
Elizabeth Repetto (1994) describes her country of Uruguay as “a country whose
society is predominantly influenced bymachismoand by our sexist upbringing
and amachocontrol over the nature of relationships between men and women”
(p. 136). In Panama, Margarita Mu˜noz (1994) argues that “we also have to fight
against male repression which we callmachismoand that involves taking on the
whole social structure” (p. 8). These three examples are indicative of the responses
that many feminists have to institutionalizedmachismo: it is everywhere. Others
present it in like terms and add that it is a legacy that is not easily jettisoned.
About life in Cuba, Carolina Aguilar and Alicia Chenard (1994) state, “We regard
machismoas a residue of a repressivemachoculture which we’ve dragged along
with us since time immemorial, a characteristic of all former capitalist societies
and brought here by the Spanish 500 years ago. Basically, they gave us a regime of
feudal slavery” (p. 107). By definingmachismoas a Spanish product, Aguilar and
Chenard privilege the indigenous, but in doing so, they do not critically examine
the roots ofmachismoand thus do not respond to the historical narrative of this
masculinity. In a complaint that is phrased in familiar terms, Olga Benoit and
Marie Frantz Joachim (1994) reveal thatmachismois so prevalent in Haiti that
many women cannot even imagine a reality wherein they have a say: “It may
seem like women don’t complain about it much. But that’s simply because of the
institutionalizedmachismo. Society makes women think like this: ‘My husband
says x and y, so that’s the way it is’ ” (p. 38).
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Machismois a legacy of the Conquest, of the Spanishconquistadoresand
the two-spirit. It was the product of the rape of indigenous women, the response
to indigenous imperial ritual, and the sublimation of indigenous male sexualities
and genders. It was a response to social and religious control of the male body. As
such, it is not something that is easily eradicated, but through an understanding
of the complex origins of this variant of masculinity, it should be possible to
filter some of the negative traits out and highlight the more positive. As males,
whether Latin American or North American, gay or straight, we participate in the
construction of masculinities and are ourselves constructed by those masculinities.
Machismois not radically different from certain North American masculinities,
although its origins are different, and exoticizing the “Latin lover” ormachodoes
nothing except accentuate difference. What is important for all of us is to recognize
our constructions and figure how to reconfigure ourselves in a more socially and
personally responsible manner.
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